
Television’s not Real, it’s the Greatest Celebrated Propaganda Machine in History! 

T.V. News Isn’t Real Independent News, It’s Simply more Television Propaganda. 

The CIA and Hollywood work in Union to Prepare Movie Scripts on Behalf of Lucifer. 

 

 Watching a Hollywood movie, anything from Pearl Harbor to Outbreak, are designed to 

control people’s minds and prepare them for things to come; or to believe in past (false) versions of 

historical events. 

 Nobody ever heard of Islamic Terrorists prior to the 21st century. It came as no surprise that 

in 2001 a flood of Islamic Terrorism appeared in Hollywood and in television shows to prepare 

people for the planned well in advance events of September 11th.  

 As for government news agencies like CNN, NBC, CBS and FOX – these are Hollywood as 

well. A matter of fact, Fox News which claims to be conservative are the owners of extremely 

liberal 21st Century Fox films in Hollywood. Many of the scenes they’ve aired on Fox News, 

claiming to be on the site of political events, were really shot in Hollywood – it’s not real! 

 When they air scenes from places in political turmoil like Argentina, where the International 

Bankers are forcing a complete take-over of their government and control of the Argentine people, 

you can bet Fox News doesn’t actually have workers inside that country filming what’s occurring. 

The scenes the show on American television (Fox News) are mostly fabricated scenes shot in 

Hollywood. It’s not news but television. It’s not real but fake propaganda. 

 

 In the writings titled, The Elders of Zion, meant for Jewish people; they explain that their 

plan’s to distract Americans with sports and entertainment to keep their minds clear from the 

Jewish attempt to usurp power and control. More recently, an attempt to keep Americans 

extremely busy working long hours/weeks to eliminate having spare time to research and discover 

the truth, has been made. At the time the Elders of Zion was written, at the dawn of the 21st 

century, the television had not yet been invented. At that time they could only imagine how much it 

would benefit them to insert a propaganda machine inside every home in America. The television 

has become their most celebrated and famed accomplishment to their propaganda arm; an arm 

which stretches far and wide primarily because of the t.v. set and secondly Hollywood and other 

media sources. 

 



  Most Hollywood movies serve a propaganda agenda. Whether it’s promoting white girls to 

like black guys over white guys, or whatever the cause it. It’s all pre-planned design to degenerate 

the public, erase our old Christian values, and destroy the White race. Now, that last comment may 

seem a little strong or sound like the comment of a so-called White Supremacist, (a Jewish propaganda 

label to destroy an aware person’s credibility), but it’s the truth. Let’s analyze the Google picture below 

which they utilized in a children’s promotion.  

 

 

….continued from photo: 

 Armed homosexual. (notice the gay-pride color Google logo on his t-shirt). The White 

Christian girl has the Cross of Christ being the only symbol that’s destroyed. Notice the horizontal 

line of the cross has been faded out! Plus, she has her arm around the black kid (never another white 

boy) and the black boy’s apparently a genius; just look at what he’s wearing. Unbelievable, the black 

boy’s a genius and has his arm around a white girl. Talk about indoctrination at a young age – 

Google has no limits! Furthermore, the photo displays satanic shadows in the background, as the 

horns of Lucifer are clearly displayed! Google and Hollywood are owned and operated by the same 

evil people. The Jewish Illuminati in Hollywood as bought-out many allies. Non-Jewish Luciferians 

who basically practice the Jewish Kabballah, like the head of Jewry, (Hollywood, the Fed, Media, etc.), 

but don’t originate from Jewish heritage. The Jews don’t even like them neither, they’re simply 

being utilized as puppets, will be turned-on in the end, yet are currently destroying our once 

Christian society. 



 

 Here’s just a small sample (below) of political figures flashing the Horns of Satan to their Luciferian 

brotherhood out in the crowds adjacent to them. 

 

    

Also beware of the 666 symbol (below): 

 

   



Here’s the brainwashed Hollywood actors who’re made to act this way, anyone else who doesn’t 

abide won’t be allowed a Hollywood career. 

 …. Remember, Satan never tells the 

truth – He’s a Liar. Therefore, don’t believe anything you hear from these sources! 

 

 

Kabbalist’s are heavy into numerology. Typically, this will be 

done with the ancient Hebrew alphabet, but as seen to the 

left, the English alphabet was implored to come up with the 

name FOX to represent Satan. Henceforth, if you watch Fox 

News you are being lied to be Satan, or at least his followers! 

 

Americans, please follow Independent News sources, particularly if you’re a White Christian, and 

get your news from people like you, who’re looking out for your best interests. 

Veterans Today 
American Free Press  
The Renegade Tribune 

Rense                               Shaun Prario (founder of The Verity Outlet) 
RealNews 
Sunday Guardian 
The Atlantic, etc. 


